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The ASTRO-H Mission
ASTRO-H is an international X-ray observatory,
which is the 6th Japanese X-ray satellite
scheduled for launch in 2014 from
Tanegashima Space Center, Kagoshima, Japan.
ASTRO-H will explore the energetic universe;
for example,
- black holes: strong gravitation
- clusters of galaxies: the largest self-gravity
system, evolution of our universe
- supernova remnant: powerful energy source,
cosmic-ray accelerator
Takahashi+ SPIE (2010)

Four Instruments on board ASTRO-H
to cover wide energy band: 0.3 - 600 keV

SXS: micro-calorimeter array operated at 50 mK to achieve
excellent energy resolution of 5 eV at 6 keV.
→ detailed line spectroscopy, measurements of plasma dynamics,
temperature and density.
HXI: hard-X-ray super mirror + semiconductor detector stack
→ imaging capability and drastically improved sensitivity (x100)
for hard X-ray (or non-thermal energetic) sources.

The Soft Gamma-ray Detector
the highest energy instrument
Tajima+ SPIE (2008)

What’s Difficult?
Difficulties with the soft-gamma-ray bands (0.1 -10 MeV)
Low detection efficiency: photoelectric absorption hardly occurs.
High background level in orbit: cosmic-ray protons/electrons, cosmic
X-ray/gamma-ray background, and albedo gamma rays/electrons/
neutrons can fake signals.
In addition, gamma rays, electrons, or positrons from radio-activated
isotopes can generate backgrounds South
inside Atlantic
the detector.
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Thanks to the orbital altitude, ASTRO-H will achieve low and stable
background levels, except for passages in the South Atlantic anomaly
(SAA), in which geo-magnetically trapped protons activate detector
materials.

• Better sensitivity
• Imaging
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Main detector: Si/CdTe Compton
5/16 camera

Si pad detector: 0.6 mm thick, 32 layers; energy resolution = 1.1 keV (FWHM)
10 /14
CdTe pad detector: 0.75 mm thick, 8 layers at bottom, 2 layers at each side;
energy resolution = 1% (FWHM) at 511 keV
Readout channels: 13312 channels/CC unit × 6 CC = 79872 channels

34/16

How to Overcome the Problems
Narrow FOV Compton telescopes
1. Use Compton scattered event -> acceptable detection efficiency
2. Narrow field of view -> reject gamma-ray background (cosmic/albedo)
3. Anti-coincidence

4. Compton reconstruction
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Events inconsistent with Compton scattering are rejected.

Experimental Results from Prototypes
Compton imaging of a diffuse source
Compton imaging of a diffuse source
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Compton image of the diffuse source is successfully obtained.
•
- Liquid 131I •source
(364 keV)method, the
Using LM-ML-EM
3mm interval
at z=30mm
is completely
• Imaging
of diffuse
emission
is well
• Compton image of the diffuse source is successfully obtained.

- reverse “C”resolved.
shape
performed as well as point sources.
• Using LM-ML-EM method, the 3mm interval at z=30mm is completely
- resolved.
Distance of 30 mm from the top • Spatial resolution is better than 3
mm. (distance: 30 mm)
Takeda+ (2009) collaboration with Gunma Univ. medical group
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視野内の物質(ex.
HXT)からのガンマ線を撮像
We successfully
obtained
multi-energy Compton image
Takeda+ (2012)
at a distance
of several meters.
観測感度向上へ向けて、どう適用するか
Odaka+ (2012)

Simulation Study
In order to expect the SGD performance at 511 keV, we conducted
detailed Monte-Carlo simulations with full implementation of the
detector mass model and event analysis, considering realistic
activation background estimation based on the radiation
environment at the low Earth orbit.
Since simulation parameters are optimized using the recent
experimental data, results of this simulation give us the best
estimate of the SGD performance in orbit.
Yuto Ichinohe’s poster
Simulation study of the 511 keV annihilation line observation
with the Soft Gamma-ray Detector onboard ASTRO-H
Yuto Ichinohe (ichinohe@astro.isas.jaxa.jp), H. Odaka, T. Sato, S. Takeda, S. Watanabe,
M. Kokubun, T. Takahashi, H. Tajima, T. Tanaka, Y. Uchiyama, K. Nakazawa

2. How to reduce the backgrounds?
There are many background / noise origins
-- Proton, CXB, etc... coming from outside of the line of sight toward the target

SGD performance at 511 keV
Angular Resolution
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-- Energy Resolution: 4.1 keV
-- Angular Resolution: ~5.0 deg
-- Effective Area: 2.7 cm2
-- Background: 2-4x10-5 counts/sec/keV
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In the simulations, we assumed following parameters:
-- Obserbation time: 1Msec
-- Energy cut range: 511.0 ± 4.1 keV
-- Theta cut range: -5.0 - 5.0 deg
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The 511 keV annihilation line is the one of the key targets of
the Soft Gamma-ray Detector (SGD) onboard ASTRO-H.
The soft gamma-ray band, including the 511 keV annihilation
line, is less explored than the hard X-ray or GeV gamma-ray
bands, due to 1) high in-orbit background and 2) low
detection efficiency. To overcome these observational
difficulties, the SGD adopts a new concept of “narrow fieldof-view (FOV) Compton camera”. In order to study the SGD
performance at 511 keV, we conducted detailed Monte-Carlo
simulations with full implementation of the detector mass
model and event analysis, considering realistic activation
background estimation based on the radiation environment
at the low Earth orbit.
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→ H. Odaka’s talk on Friday

Soon after the satellite passes the SAA (South
Atlantic Anomaly), the detector material is
radioactivated, resulting in high background level
at 511 keV. In this simulation, in order to achieve
higher sensitivity, we selected the events 30000
sec after passage of the SAA.

Simulated Background Spectrum (SAA vs. non-SAA)
Counts/sec/keV

1. Introduction
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The sensitivity for the 511 keV annihilation line will reach to about
5x10-5 ph s-1 cm-2 with an exposure time of 1 Ms (depending on the
systematic error of the background estimation).
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Note: the events are extracted from orbital passes which do not contain SAA passage.

Background is suppressed by two orders of magnitude with the combination
of anti-coincidence and Compton direction reconstruction.

Scientific Prospects - the Galactic Center
456

G. Weidenspointner et al. / New Astronomy Rev
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Left panel: a sky map in the 511 keV electron–positron annihilation line. The contours cor
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The Galactic distribution of hard low mass X-ray binaries
(LMXBs) as observed by the INTEGRAL imager IBIS above 20 keV
(Bird et al., 2007) resembles that of the 511 keV line emission
(see Fig. 2), suggesting that these systems may be an important
source of positrons in our Galaxy (Weidenspointner et al., 2008).
530
540
LMXBs have long been suggested as positron sources on theoretical
grounds and because their distribution peaks in the bulge region
(e.g. Prantzos, 2004); however, it is only those LMXBs detected at
hard X-ray energies that in addition exhibit an imbalance in their
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- measure absolute flux of the GC bulge emissions with
good precision.
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- reconstruct spatial distribution from scan observation
data, thanks to the simple angular response.

Scientific Prospects - Identified Sources
Detection of annihilation signals from identified sources is important for
understanding physics & astrophysics of production, propagation, and
annihilation of positrons.
The black hole binaries (e.g. Cyg X-1) and novae are the best candidates.
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Compton imaging is useful to check presence of the
celestial signals. More dependable imaging methods
are under development.
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Future Mission: CAST
The Compton All-Sky Telescope (CAST) is the successor to the SGD.
The CAST is a small satellite mission that carries larger effective area
and wide FOV Compton telescopes based on our semiconductor
detector technologies, planned for launch in late 2010s.
SGD
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小型/中型衛星に広視野
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小型科学衛星バス
JAXA small satellite
Si/CdTe半導体
コンプトンカメラ

The CAST will obtain fine all-sky map of positron annihilation
emissions, nuclear gamma-ray lines, and non-thermal continuum.

Concluding Remarks
The Soft Gamma-ray Detector (ASTRO-H) will be launched in 2014.

✓ We will measure the absolute flux of the GC bulge emissions with
good significance. The spatial distribution can be reconstructed by
scanning observation. (longer exposure is required.)
✓ The sensitivity will be about 5×10-5 photons s-1 cm-2 for only 1 Ms
observation. The SGD will probably be able to detect 511 keV lines
from identified sources such as X-ray binaries or novae.
✓ More reliable analysis methods are under development.
✓ Effective observation plans are required.
The CAST mission will obtain all-sky map of positron signals.

